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Figure 1: Seamster efficiently figures out where to cut an object to flatten it. Figure (a) shows that the seam (in blue) sneaks through low
visibility regions of the model (in red) to cut into high curvature vertices, reducing the distortion of the flattening (b) and texturing (c).

ABSTRACT

Surface texturing aids the visualization of polygonal meshes by pro-
viding additional surface orientation cues and feature annotations.
Such texturing is usually implemented via texture mapping, which
is easier and more effective when the distortion of the mapping from
the surface to the texture map is kept small.

We have previously shown that distortion occurs when areas of
high surface curvature are flattened into the texture map. By cutting
the surface in these areas one can reduce texture map distortion at
the expense of additional seam artifacts.

This paper describes a faster technique for guiding a texture map
seam through high distortion regions, while restricting the seam to
regions of low visibility. This results in distortion reducing seams
that are less visually distracting and take less time to compute. We
have also observed that visibility considerations improve the speed
of a recent method that adds cuts to reduce a surface genus.

CR Categories: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Color, shading, shadowing, and texture.

Keywords: Texture Mapping, Visibility Classification

1 INTRODUCTION

Texture mapping is a useful tool in the visualization of surfaces.
Texturing capitalizes on the perceptual cue of size constancy to aid
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the user in perceiving depth. The higher the spatial frequency of a
texture, the farther away the surface appears. Texturing can also be
used to annotate a surface, with grid lines, text, markers, glyphs or
other features.

Texture mapping requires the assignment of texture coordinates
to a meshed surface, but meshes in visualization applications are of-
ten unparameterized and unstructured. A variety of techniques have
been devised to automatically generate texture coordinates for such
meshes. Many of these techniques strive to minimize the distortion
of the texture mapping, preserving the proportions of features in the
texture as they are mapped to the object surface.

A majority of these techniques generate the texture by mapping
the surface into the plane and using it as a two dimensional texture
map. These techniques assume that the surface mesh has already
been cut into a simply connected two-dimensional manifold-with-
boundary. Once such a cut has been performed, the mesh can be
flattened into the domain of the texture map. The selection of this
cut is often either arbitrary or left to the intuition of the user.

The cut results in a texture seam, which can appear as a dis-
continuity in the appearance of the texture on the object surface.
Hence cuts should be made judiciously and kept short when possi-
ble. Users often hide the seam by placing it in an area of the model
that is least seen. For example, texture maps for animals typically
have their seam along the underbelly.

The layout of a two-dimensional texture map onto the surface
of a given three-dimensional object inevitably creates distortion in
all but special cases. It is a well-known differential geometry re-
sult that for a general surface patch there is no distance-preserving
(isometric) parameterization in the plane [Ahlfors and Sario 1960].
Distance-preserving parameterizations exist only for developable
surfaces, i.e. surfaces with zero Gaussian curvature such as the
cylinder.

The strategic placement of seams can reduce this distortion. Cut-



ting a seam through areas of high Gaussian curvature can relieve
the tension induced by flattening, reducing the local distortion of
the area’s texture at the expense of introducing a texture seam. For
example, user-designed cuts of animal models often extend to the
high-curvature extremeties (e.g. fingers, feet, tail).

We have previously developed a seam-cutting method that finds
vertices with high Gaussian curvature and forces the seam to pass
through these vertices [Sheffer 2002]. This method tried to min-
imize the impact of the seam by finding an approximate shortest
cutting path (actually a tree) through the high curvature vertices.
Unfortunately, this approximate solution was still slow, taking up
to an hour on the large meshes found in visualization applications,
and the seam it generated passed conspicuously through highly vis-
ible regions of the mesh.

Seamsteris an improvement designed to increase the speed and
the visual quality of automatic texture coordinate synthesis. Like its
predecessor, Seamster cuts the surface into a low distortion patch by
cutting through high curvature regions of the surface (reviewed in
Section 5), though Seamster uses a faster technique, described in
Section 6, for finding approximate minimal paths that runs in a few
minutes on the large meshes used in visualization applications. Un-
like its predecessor, Seamster minimizes the visual impact of the
seam by guiding the seam through less visible parts of the surface,
using a technique described in Section 4. Seamster can handle man-
ifolds of any genus by using a cutting technique recently introduced
by Erickson and Har-Peled [2002]. Section 6.3 shows that visibil-
ity considerations can significantly accelerate the process of finding
genus reducing cuts.

2 RELATED WORK

The layout of a texture map onto a given object surface induces a
mapping of the object surface into a texture domain. Most existing
automatic and interactive techniques (e.g. [Samek 1986; Ma and
Lin 1988; Bennis et al. 1991; Maillot et al. 1993; Levy and Mallet
1998; Hurdal et al. 1999; Levy et al. 2002; Sheffer and de Sturler
2002; Desbrun et al. 2002]) generate texture coordinates by provid-
ing a mapping to a two dimensional texture domain. These tech-
niques require such a mapping to exist, i.e. they expect the surface
to be an open two-manifold, topologically equivalent to a disk. Us-
ing this assumption, the methods focused only on the geometry of
the mapping, leaving the mesh conectivity as is. They treated dis-
tortion as an energy functional, and collectively applied a variety of
different energy minimization techniques to assign texture coordi-
nates to mesh vertices.

Several works (e.g. [Haker et al. 2000]) suggested using a spher-
ical texture domain, which allows seamless mapping for closed sur-
faces. However, these methods require a spherical texture, which is
rarely available, and do not necessarily lead to lower distortions
than those achieved by planar mapping.

The problem of providing planar texture map for closed sur-
faces was raised by Piponi and Borshukov [2000]. The Pelt-
ing method they propose generates textures for simply connected
closed meshes. The method expects the user to define the seams
necessary to generate the planar mapping. Pelting also contributed a
blending mechanism used to feather the texture map near its bound-
ary, blending the boundary of the texture at its seam. This blend-
ing removes the texture discontinuity artifact that ordinarily appears
along a seam, but generates blurring artifacts in low frequency and
structured textures.

Lapped textures avoid distortion by creating numerous small tex-
ture maps [Praun et al. 2000]. Like pelting, lapped texture also
used texture blending to avoid seams. In addition, its small texture
swatches had irregular boundaries to further disguise the seams.
Lapped textures are not texture maps, and hence do not efficiently
support texture-map applications like surface painting. The blended

swatches also exhibit blurring artifacts when applied to low fre-
quency or highly structured textures. The ability to layout a large
texture instead of a bunch of small ones better supports surface
painting and textures with low-frequency features.

Sanderet al., [2001] and Levyet al. [2002] subdivide the surface
into multiple small patches and texture map the patches separately.
Carr and Hart [2002] have even texture mapped individual poly-
gons. These procedures have many of the advantages and draw-
backs of the lapped texture method. In a recent work, Guet al. [Gu
et al. 2002] suggest using seams for reducing mapping distortion.
The authors apply parameterization repetitively to find regions of
maximal distortion and connect the regions to the boundary one at
a time. The procedure does not provide minimal seams in terms of
length and visibility. It can be time consuming as surface parame-
terization has to be performed repetitively to locate each region of
high distortion.

3 ALGORITHM OVERVIEW

Our algorithm receives as input a 2-manifold triangulated surface of
any genus (closed or open) in three dimensions. It then cuts seams
into the surface along the existing edges of the mesh to satisfy the
following goals. First, the seams have to convert the surface into an
open genus zero 2-manifold with a single loop of boundary edges.
This requirement converts the surface into a valid input to most
texture mapping methods. The majority of the methods mentioned
above can not handle inputs with multiple boundary loops (e.g. a
cylinder). Hence the seams we generate will have to be connected
and will have to join the existing multiple boundary loops on the
surface into a single boundary loop.

The second goal is to provide a surface which has acceptable
mapping distortion. The actual texture distortion will depend on
the parameterization method used. But as explained above it will
be bounded from below by an inherent distortion functional of the
surface itself. The purpose of the seams is to reduce this part of the
distortion to a level acceptable to the user.

While satisfying those two goals the visual impact of the seams
is minimized by minimizing their length and hiding them in less
visible parts of the model.

The algorithm has two main stages. First it pre-processes the
model by computing a visibility measure for the mesh edges (Sec-
tion 4) and assigning a distortion measure to the mesh nodes (Sec-
tion 5). In the second step nodes which contribute a significant part
of the distortion are selected. Those nodes are then connected by
minimally visible seams (Section 6).

4 VISIBILITY

The seams generated by Seamster need to cut through high distor-
tion areas of the model to reduce distortion. This constraint still
leaves a lot of freedom in the choice of the seam paths. For ex-
ample, fingers and other extremities have high curvature and are
usually cut from the base to the tip, but often a direct cut from any
point on the base to the tip will work.

We use the visibility of the seam as an additional criterion for
determining its path. The incorporation of visibility allows the seam
to follow hidden paths that are the most obstructed from view.

Seamster classifies the visibility of edges using a faster, hardware
accelerated version of Interior/Exterior Classification [Nooruddin
and Turk 2000]. Nooruddin and Turk classified regions as interior
or exterior based on visibility. They performed this classification by
ray tracing a polygonal object orthographically, from a variety of
uniformly sampled viewpoints on a hemisphere, into layered depth
images. They then classified segments as interior or exterior based
on their average visibility.



Our visibility classification implementation uses a simple ras-
terization z-buffer. We repeatedly render the polygons of the ob-
ject viewed orthographically from viewpoints uniformly sampled
across the entire sphere. Each polygon is plotted with a color cor-
responding to the index of its face in the object mesh database.
The framebuffer is then accessed, and a visibility counter associ-
ated with each polygonal face is incremented once if its color is
present in the framebuffer. These face visibility counters are di-
vided by the number of renderings to yield an average visibility of
each face.

The visibility V( f ) of a facef will range from zero, for faces of
interior or heavily occluded structures, to 50% (or more) for promi-
nent faces. (The visibility can exceed 50% due to the stochastic na-
ture of the finite number of samples.) Adjacent face visibilities are
averaged to approximate the visibility of their shared edge, which
we denoteV(e).

A more accurate determination of edge visibilitiesV(e) can be
obtained by rendering a hidden line drawing. As before the object
is rendered orthographically from viewpoints uniformly sampled
from the sphere. This time a hidden-line rendering is performed
where each edge is drawn using a color corresponding to its index
in the object mesh database. As before, the framebuffer is accessed
and a visibility counter is incremented for each edge whose index
appears as a pixel color in the stored framebuffer.

The choice of the sphere as the sampling domain assumes that
the user is equally likely to view the model from any direction. This
is true in a modeling environment, but is too general for many ani-
mation scenarios. For example, when modeling animated creatures
which walk on the ground the view from below the animal is usu-
ally not very likely. By limiting the sampling to parts of the sphere,
we can modify the visibility measurements to reflect the more re-
stricted set of viewpoints. This will prioritize seam placement in
regions which are less visible from more common viewpoints.

5 DISTORTION

To estimate the distortion generated when the surface is mapped
to the plane we can measure the Gaussian curvature of the surface
[Ahlfors and Sario 1960]. Zero Gaussian curvature corresponds to
a developable surface which can be mapped to the plane with zero
distortion. The curvature at any surface point is an indicator of how
far a surface is locally from being developable. The distortion is in
fact a monotone increasing function of the curvature’s magnitude.
Note that while the actual distortion depends on the parameteriza-
tion method used, the distortion estimate should always provide a
lower bound for the actual distortion. For the purpose of distortion
measurement only the curvature at the mesh vertices is of inter-
est. The edges do not contribute to the distortion, since a surface
is locally developable around each edge. A pair of faces sharing an
edge can always be projected to the plane with no distortion (Figure
2(a)). This is not true for vertices (Figure 2(b)).

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Local mapping to a plane: (a) the immediate neighbor-
hood of an edge can be flattened with no distortion, (b) but the
neighborhood of a vertex generally cannot.

When considering distortion at vertices, we can consider the dis-
tortion within the immediate neighborhood of the vertex or across
a larger surrounding region. In the later case we better capture the
curvature for fine meshes. Consider for example a hand model with
a fine mesh. If only local curvature is considered, the vertices on
the finger tips will not stand out with respect to curvature compared
to other vertices. However, if the curvature across a surrounding
region is measured, the value at the tips will be significantly higher
than on the palm.
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Figure 3: Measuring distortion. (a) SubmeshMr . The blue lines
indicate the triangles used to measureD′0(n); (b) MeasuringD′r (n)
using the anglesτ j formed byn and the boundary edges ofMr .

We define the regionMr (n) around vertexn as follows. Letr ≥ 0
be the region magnitude. Forr = 0, the region contains the triangles
adjacent ton. Forr > 0 we define the region radiusRas the product
of r and the length of the longest edge emanating fromn

R= r max
(n,m)
‖n−m‖.

Given the radius, the regionMr contains all the triangles of the mesh
within distanceR from n (measuring distance between vertices).
We then consider the trianglest j formed by the boundary edges of
Mr andn (Figure 3(b)). Region distortion [Sheffer 2002] is defined
as

D′r (n) =
2π−∑ j τ j

2π
, (1)

whereτ j are the angles atn of trianglest j . This measure varies
significantly asr changes. To capture the distortion both for coarse
and fine mesh levels we use

Dr (n) = max
0≤i≤r

(D′i(n)) (2)

instead. The radiusi corresponding to the maximal distortion value
is stored for later processing. The distortion, as defined, can be neg-
ative (at saddle points). The measure above applies only to interior
mesh vertices. At the mesh boundary we need to distinguish be-
tween two cases. If the sum of angles around a boundary vertexn
is less than 2π, then the sub-mesh around it is locally developable
andDr (n) = 0. If the sum is above 2π, Dr (n) < 0 and has to be
computed as above.

For Dr (n) to be a correct indicator of distortion around a vertex,
we need to handle two additional concerns. One concern is that
the construction ofMr must avoid the generation of regions with
multiple loops (Figure 4(a)). Otherwise, usingDr on a developable
cylindrical region will wrongly indicate high distortion.

An even more important issue not handled by the previous de-
velopment of this distortion measure [Sheffer 2002] is region over-
lap. As demonstrated in Figure 5, for any pair of nearby vertices
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Figure 4: Region distortion. The spikes identify the vertices which
represent high distortion regions. The colored regions around them
identify the correspondingMi ’s (the region for each vertex is col-
ored in different shade). (a) Cylindrical regions generated on cow’s
(Figure 1) tail using basicDr definition. (b)-(d) Vertices responsi-
ble for 25% of the head model distortion. (b) Regions and vertices
generated withr = 0, i.e. based only on local curvature at the ver-
tices. (c) Regions and vertices generated withr = 5 with no overlap
avoidance. (d) Same, with overlap avoidance.

n

m

Figure 5: Overlapping vertex regionsMr (n) andMr (m).

n andm and anr larger than the distance between the two, the re-
gionsMr (n) andMr (m) will overlap. This often causes an artificial
increase in the curvature measure at one of the vertices, since its
region partly incorporates the region around the second vertex. In
Figure 5Dr (m) will be affected by the high curvature aroundn.
If the distortion measure is used as is, this will generate artificial
clustering of vertices with highDr (Figure 4(c)). To avoid this the
following test is performed for any pair of verticesn andm, where
n is insideMi(m) (i is the index at whichDr (m) is maximized).

• If Dr (n) is larger thanDr (m) we assume thatn is the main
contributor to the distortion. In this case we need to compute
the distortion aroundm limiting it to a region not containing
n. For efficiency reasons, we in this case limit ourselves to the
immediate region aroundm and setDr (m) = D0(m).

• If the two values are about equal, we need to consider the
distortion in the non-overlapping regions around them. Yet
again for efficiency reasons we consider only ther = 0 regions
around them. IfD0(m) > D0(n) we keepDr (m) as is, and set

Dr (n) = D0(n), or vice versa.

After the region “filtering” we obtain a much more correct indi-
cation of vertices which are the centers of regions of high distortion
(Figure 4(d)). Note that using the region distortion provides a much
better indicator than using the local distortion only (Figure 4(b)).

6 SEAM CUTTING ALGORITHM

The purpose of adding seams is to reduce the overall mesh distor-
tion D(M) = ∑nDr (n) by cutting through interior high distortion
vertices and thus setting the distortion at these vertices to zero. In
the discussion below we ignore the case where vertex distortion is
negative (angle sum above 2π) for simplicity. A seam will reduce
the distortion at a negative curvature point only if it passes through
the saddle vertex. If the seam terminates at a negative curvature
point, the flattened surface can overlap itself. A seam can reduce
the distortion of a positive curvature region even if it terminates at
a high curvature vertex without fear of overlap.

Another purpose of the seams is to reduce the genus of multiply
connected surfaces, to enable planar parameterization (Section 6.3).
As explained above, the vast majority of the parameterization meth-
ods require the parameterized surface to have a single boundary
loop. Therefore all the seams have to be connected. The problem
of finding optimal seams to reduce the distortion below a desired
level D can be defined as follows on the graph of the mesh vertices
and edges(N,E).

• Set the cost of each vertexn to Dr (n).

• Set the weight of each interior mesh edgeW(e) = V(e)‖e‖.
(RecallV(e) is the edge visibility). For boundary edges set
W(e) = ε > 0 since boundary edges do not “cost” in terms
of cutting, but for algorithm simplicity their weight has to be
above zero.

• Find a connected sub-treeS= (Nt ,Et) s.t.

– ∑n/∈Nt
Dr (n)≤ D,

– ∑e∈Et
W(e) is minimal.

This is a variant of theprize-collecting Steiner treeproblem
[Hochbaum 1997], which is known to be NP-Complete. A factor of
two approximation algorithm for the problem is given by Goemans
and Williamson [1995]. Figure 6(a) shows the result of implement-
ing a variant of this method on a cow model to reduce the distor-
tion by one-third. This example demonstrates the main drawback
of using this approach in our case. The surface distortion is not
spread equally or even randomly throughout the model, but more
commonly is concentrated in several regions of the model. Thus lo-
cal methods [Goemans and Williamson 1995] produce inadequate
results. To overcome this problem we separate the solution into

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Seam generation methods. (a) Prize-collecting Steiner
tree. (b) Seamster - minimal Steiner tree on a subset of vertices.



two tasks. First we select the vertices with high distortion measure,
which we callterminals, and then construct a tree which connects
them. The chosen method does not guarantee the factor of two
approximation, however, in practice it generates shorter seams (in
terms of weight) for the same amount of distortion reduction. The
method finds the seam tree as follows.

1. Select a set of terminal verticesT to serve as the tree leaves.

2. Compute an approximate minimal Steiner tree ofT.

The two stages are described in detail below. Note that theminimal
Steiner treeproblem, formally defined below, is also NP-Complete
and hence only an approximate tree is computed.

6.1 Terminal Vertex Selection

Prior to selecting the vertices, the desired distortion levelD needs
to be selected. Given the total distortionD(M) across the mesh,
the acceptable distortionD is selected by the user, as it highly de-
pends on specific application needs. We provided three choices of
selectingD:

1. SetD to some constant, unrelated to the specific mesh prop-
erties.

2. SetD to a percentage of the overall distortion.

3. Set an acceptable distortion at a vertexd and setD = d|N|,
where|N| is the number of vertices in the mesh.

From the experiments, the choice ofD as a percentage of the overall
distortion is the most intuitive and easy to manipulate. This choice
was used for all the examples in the paper. GivenD the selection of
terminal verticesT is performed as follows.

Algorithm 1 (VerticesSelect(N)).

1.begin

2. sortN in nonascending order ofDr (Dr (ni)≥ Dr (ni+1))

3. i = 0, s= 0, T← /0

4. while s< D(M)−D

5. T← T ∪ni

6. i = i +1, s= s+Dr (ni)

7. endwhile

8.end

This gives us the vertices with highest expected distortion around
them. During the selection we can also consider the vertex visibil-
ity, by ordering vertices according toDr/V(n) whereV(n) is the
vertex visibility. This will prioritize the selection of less visible ver-
tices. Adding the visibility factor has a minor effect on models with
prominent features, but hides the seams better for models where
distortion is spread relatively equally. The selection guarantees that
the distortion after the seam addition will be less thanD. The final
surface, after the seam cutting, should have a single boundary loop.
Hence, if the surfacea priori contains one or more boundary loops,
we add all the boundary vertices toT. By assigning smallε > 0
weights to the boundary edges, as explained above, we guarantee
that the boundary loops will automatically be incorporated into the
seam by the Steiner tree.

6.2 Approximate Minimal Steiner Tree

A Steiner tree for a set of vertices (terminals) in a graph is a con-
nected sub-graph containing all the terminal vertices [Skiena 1997].
A minimal Steiner tree is a Steiner tree with minimal sum of edge
weights. The problem of finding the minimal Steiner tree is NP-
Complete [Skiena 1997]. The following is a standard algorithm for
approximation of the minimal Steiner tree. It is proven to be within
factor of 2/

√
3 of the optimum [Skiena 1997].

1. For eachn,m∈ T compute the shortest pathP(n,m) between
n andm.

2. Define a new graph whereT are the vertices and there are
edges between each pair of vertices. The new edge weights
are set to weight of the shortest path between the two termi-
nals.

3. Compute the minimal spanning tree on the new graph.

Our previous implementation [Sheffer 2002] of the approximate
Steiner tree for generating seams used Dijkstra’s shortest path algo-
rithm [Cormen et al. 2000] for Step 1 and Kruskal’s minima span-
ning tree algorithm [Cormen et al. 2000] for Step 3. That imple-
mentation explicitly computed the paths from all the terminal ver-
tices to all the vertices in the mesh. However, only a fraction of
those are used for the computation of the tree in Step 3.

This work provides a new algorithm for computing the MST
which shortens the computational time to a fraction of its origi-
nal cost (Table 1). The main idea of the algorithm is to use front
propagation from a set of seeds. The initial seeds are the selected
terminal vertices. the fronts around each seed are grown by adding
the vertex with shortest path to one of the seedsn to its front. When
two fronts meet, at a vertexn we perform the following. First the
path from seeds1 to n and the path from seeds2 to n are stored
as part of the MST. It is proven that the two sub-paths define the
shortest path froms1 to s2. From now on the two fronts are con-
sidered a single joint front with the seed set{s1,s2}. This ensures
that only paths from the two seeds to other terminal vertices will be
considered. The process continues until all the fronts are merged.
At this point we obtain a path connecting all the terminal vertices
as required.

The resulting tree has the same weight sum as the one computed
using the Dijkstra and Kruskal algorithms. As demonstrated in Ta-
ble 1 the speedup increases with increase in model size and number
of terminal vertices (model complexity). The speedup allows han-
dling of significantly larger models (e.g. Fig. 11). However at those
sizes the second part of a mapping procedure, namely the actual
mapping computation becomes excessively time consuming. (This
is true for any of the existing mapping methods).

6.3 Genus Reduction

A surfaces can be mapped to a planar domain only when it is home-
omorphic to a disk. Hence surfaces of genus greater than zero have
to be cut to enable the mapping. The genus of a connected two
manifold can be computed using the Euler-Poincare formula

N+F−E = 2−2G−B,

whereN, F, and E are the numbers of mesh vertices, faces and
edges respectively,G is the genus andB is the number of boundary
loops. The problem of finding a minimal set of cut edges is known
to be NP-Hard [Erickson and Har-Peled 2002].

The algorithm proposed in [Erickson and Har-Peled 2002] re-
peatedly finds the shortest loop connecting a mesh vertex to itself
using front propagation. The loops are then tested to see if they



reduce the surface genus or simply cut the surface into two pieces.
After the loops of all the vertices are found, the shortest one which
reduces the genus by one is selected. The process is repeated until
the genus is reduced to zero. The procedure is proven to find cuts
whose length is within a constant factor of the minimal cuts. How-
ever, due to the repetitive testing it can be quite time consuming.

Figure 7: Seams reducing the genus of a figure eight model and
the resulting texture. The two interior loops are found by the genus
reduction method. The remaining seams were created by the span-
ning tree.

Seamster integrates visibility information into the genus reduc-
tion process. This information is helpful since the interior walls of
a tunnel, across which the shortest cut should pass, are less visible
than its exterior entryways. The modified procedure is performed
as follows. We treat genus-reducing seams as manifold boundaries,
and so genus reduction occurs after visibility determination but be-
fore seams are cut between high-distortion vertices. First the mesh
nodes are sorted in increasing order of visibility. Starting from least
visible vertex we find the shortest weighted loop which connects the
vertex to itself. The weight is the visibility of the edge computed
similarly to the tree cutting procedure above. As in [Erickson and
Har-Peled 2002] we check if the loop reduces the genus. If it does,
we introduce the necessary cut. Here we differ from [Erickson and
Har-Peled 2002] where all loops are computed and tested. In the-
ory this can produce longer cuts, but in practice due to the use of
low visibility in the vertex and path selection, we find paths which
are close to optimal. Similarly to [Erickson and Har-Peled 2002]
we continue the testing of loops until the genus is reduced to zero.
By avoiding the testing of all the loops at each stage we reduce the
runtime by a factor of|N|. In practice it is reduced further since low
visibility vertices are likely to occur on loops which reduce genus,
hence less vertices need to be tested to find such loops. An example
of genus reduction is shown in Figure 7.

7 RESULTS

To generate surface texture Seamster needs to be combined with an
actual mapping (parameterization) procedure. In the examples in
this paper (e.g. Figure 8) it was combined with a texture mapping
method developed by Sheffer and de Sturler [Sheffer and de Sturler
2002]. The method does not require the two-dimensional domain
boundary to be predefined, and does not force it to be convex.
Seamster can also be combined with other similar parameterization
techniques [Hormann and Greiner 2000; Levy et al. 2002; Desbrun
et al. 2002].

The examples in this section demonstrate the seams and the tex-
ture generated based on them. Except Figure 7 all the models are

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8: Texture examples: (a) moon (2K faces); (b) head (7K
faces); (c) cat (670 faces).

of genus zero. We have demonstrated Seamster on both open and
closed meshes (e.g. the head model shown in Figure 8(b) has a
boundary loop at its neck). The visibility function on the models
shown in Figures 1, 9 and 10 is visualized by a color spectrum from
red to green, where red is low visibility and green is high. For the
four-legged animals (cow, triceratops, and rabbit) the view sphere
was constrained to views from above. The flat “skin” models show
the two dimensional mapping of the cut surface. The statistics on
some of the models and results are summarized in Table 1.

Model Size D(M) D(M) Seam % Map Seamster
(faces) before after (length) dist. ([Sheffer 2002])

Cat 671 4.76 3.93 1.82 1.043 0.19s (0.43s)
Rabbit 902 15.27 10.96 4.3 1.085 0.10s (0.94s)
Cow 5804 38.1 28.7 2.46 1.04 4.5s (18.5s)

Tricer. 5660 35.3 22.6 2.56 1.095 3.7s (26.4s)
Moon 2324 15.59 10.65 2.18 1.043 1.9s (2.5s)
Head 7232 9.59 7.44 1.97 1.017 3.9s (40.7s)

Dinosaur 28136 132.8 87.33 2.16 1.065 184s (3800s)
Hand 2000 13.7 8.66 2.79 1.055 2.26s (2.76s)

Table 1: Model Statistics. The seam length percent measures the
length of the seam edges with respect to the total length of mesh
edges. The mapping distortion is measured using stretch measure
[Sander et al. 2001] (the value range is[1,∞]). The execution times
compare Seamster to our previous distortion-minimizing seam cut-
ting implementation.

Figure 9 demonstrates the effect of the visibility factor on the
seams in the triceratops model, zooming in on the head. Taking
visibility into consideration, the seams become longer but move to
less visible locations between the horns, under the chin and along
the crown.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9: Seams with and without visibility factor. (a) Regions of
extremum points on the head. (b) Shortest seams connecting them.
(c) Visibility function (red shows less visible regions) and the seams
generated using visibility.



(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 10: Seamster generated textures. (a,d) Visibility and seams. (b,e) Flat parameterization “skin.” (c,f) Texture.

Figure 11 utilizes the efficiency of Seamster’s fast approximate
MST algorithm to generate the seam of a large dinosaur model.
Seamster ran over twenty times faster on this model than did our
previous MST implementation (which took over an hour).

(a) (b)

Figure 11: Texturing a large model (28K faces).

Figure 12 compares the results of the optimal seams method
with seams and texture generated using geometry images [Gu et al.
2002]. The main difference between the resulting seams is in the
connection of the index finger and thumb and in the seam on the
back of the hand. The seams generated by seamster are shorter and
the final texture has less distortion (stretch metric of 1.4 for geom-
etry images v. 1.055 for Seamster), thanks to the free boundary
mapping.

8 CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a new method for non-distorted texture map-
ping by generating surface seams prior to the parameterization pro-
cedure. The new algorithm converts any closed or open surface
into a patch homeomorphic to a disk, which can be parameterized
in the plane. It reduces the parameterization distortion to a level
acceptable by the user. All this is done while minimizing the visual
impact of the seams, by minimizing their length and hiding them in
less visible areas of the model.

One important problem to be addressed in future research is fit-
ting textures across seams. The problem is seen in Figure 8(b),
where the texture discontinuity at the seam along the brow is very
visible. The seam is necessary for distortion reduction and hence
cannot be avoided. There is also no better (more hidden) path for
it. However, it might be possible given a specific texture to find a
local mapping stretching the texture so that the discontinuity is less
visible. In the case of Figure 8(b) it is possible to move the texture
on the two sides of the brow, making the yellow and black stripes
meet, and thus hiding the seam. An automatic procedure to do this
is an important future extension of the method.

A second problem we plan to address is a more rigorous way to
measure surface distortion, which will more accurately capture the
model shape. This will enable easier comparison between models
with respect to their inherent distortion.
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Figure 12: Seams and texture comparison. (a)-(b) Seams and texture generated using geometry images. (c)-(f) Seamster results. (c)-(d)
Visibility functional and seams, (e)-(f) texture generated by ABF [Sheffer and de Sturler 2002].
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